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Patan, Kathmandu Valley as World Heritage Site, has the vulnerability for disaster such as fire and earthquake because 
of traditional urban structure formed by narrow streets, small entrances and the courtyards which are enclosed by old 
houses. Although the regional disaster management plan for this area was designed in 2011, it has not been sufficient as 
action plan because it has not been estimated its feasibility by local people as manpower for practice. This study aims to 
examine the evaluation method by local residents for regional disaster management plan through the implement of the 
workshop focused on the local community activities. In conclusion, this study has demonstrated feasible action plan for 
disaster management build on the results of the workshop. 
 






























































ᅗ 1 ᑐ㇟ᆅᇦࡢ఩⨨ 




























































































ఫẸ दΎᤲ➼ࡢ᪥ᖖⓗ࡞⥔ᣢ⟶⌮ ध⥭ᛴ㌴୧ࡢ㏻⾜⤒㊰ἢ㐨ࡢ⮬Ꮿ๓ࡢᩚഛ 㸦⦕▼ࡢಟ⌮➼㸧
ᅗ 2 ᑐ㇟ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࢕ 
㸦1㸧ࢼࢢࣂࣁࣝᆅ༊ 
࣭ࢺ࣭ࣝࢥ࣑ࢵࢸ࢕Ϩ㸦Area Development Society, Nagbahal㸧 
࣭፬ே఍ϸ㸦Hiranya Misa Pucha㸧㸸ᅗ୰ձ 
࣭፬ே఍Ϲ㸦Women's young star㸧㸸ᅗ୰ղ 
㸦2㸧ࢪࣕࢱࣉ࣮ࣝᆅ༊ 
࣭ࢺ࣭ࣝࢥ࣑ࢵࢸ࢕ϩ㸦Kumbheswar Tole Develop Committee㸧 
࣭፬ே఍Ϻ㸦Looje saving & credit cooperative㸧㸸ᅗ୰ճ 
࣭፬ே఍ϻ㸦Konti Sakriya Bachat Mahila Samuraw㸧㸸ᅗ୰մ 
























































 㸦Area Development Society, Nagbahal㸧㸸2ྡ 
࣭፬ே఍ϸ㸦Hiranya Misa Pucha㸧㸸3ྡ 
࣭፬ே఍Ϲ㸦Women's young star㸧㸸4ྡ 
ྜィ 9ྡ 
 ࢪࣕࢱࣉ࣮ࣝᆅ༊ 




 㸦Kumbheswar Tole Develop Committee㸧㸸1ྡ 
࣭፬ே఍Ϻ㸦Looje saving & credit cooperative㸧㸸2ྡ 
࣭፬ே఍ϻ㸦Konti Sakriya Bachat Mahila Samuraw㸧㸸4ྡ 
ྜィ 7ྡ 
෗┿ 3 ࣮࣡ࢡࢩࣙࢵࣉࡢᵝᏊ 
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     ྕ␒
 4Q 3Q 2Q 1Q 
 1 2 1 1 Ϩࣝࢺ
 1 1 2 2 ϸ఍ே፬
 4 2 2 2 Ϲ఍ே፬
 3 1 1 1 ϩࣝࢺ
 4 1 2 2 Ϻ఍ே፬
 4 3 1 1 ϻ఍ே፬
 ⫥ᢥ㑅ࡢ⟅ᅇ࡜┠㡯ၥ㉁ 3 ⾲
 ᯝ⤖⟅ᅇࡢ⧊⤌ྛ 4 ⾲
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፬ே఍Ϲ ࣂࣁ➼ࡢά⏝ࡋ࠺ࡿᆅ༊ෆࡢᑎ㝔ࠊ࣮࢜ࣉࣥࢫ࣮࣌ࢫࡢΎᤲࢆ᪥ᖖⓗ࡟⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ ̿ ̿ ̿ 
ەᆅᇦࡢ㜵⅏㈨※㸦ᑎ㝔࣭࣮࢜ࣉࣥࢫ࣮࣌ࢫ➼㸧
ࡢΎᤲ 
ࢺࣝϩ 㜵⅏ᑐ⟇ࡢࢥࣥࢭࣉࢺࢆᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ㸦ᆅ㟈࣭ⅆ⅏࡬ࡢᑐ⟇ࠊᏳ඲࡞ࢫ࣮࣌ࢫࡢ☜ಖࠊタഛࡢᑟධ㸧 ەィ⏬⟇ᐃ࣭࣮ࣝࣝసࡾ࡜ఫẸ࡬ࡢඹ᭷ 
፬ே఍Ϻ ̿ ̿ ̿ ̿ ەᨭ᥼ 













፬ே఍Ϲ ⾤㊰ࡢᤲ㝖࣭ಟ⌮➼ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ ̿ ⾤㊰ࡢᤲ㝖࣭ಟ⌮➼ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ ە⾤㊰ࡢΎᤲ࣭ಟ⧋ࡢᐇ᪋ 
ࢺࣝϩ ̿ ̿ ̿ ەᨭ᥼ 
፬ே఍Ϻ ̿ ̿ ̿ ەᨭ᥼ 










፬ே఍ϸ ̿ ࢺࣝ༢఩࡛ᕷᙺᡤ࣭㉥༑Ꮠ࠿ࡽᨭ⤥ࡉࢀࡓ≀㈨㸦⸆࣭ࢸࣥࢺ࣭ࣞࢫ࣮࢟ࣗ⏝ල➼㸧ࢆಖ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ ەഛ⵳ᗜࡢ⟶⌮ࡢᨭ᥼ 
፬ே఍Ϲ ⅏ᐖࡀ࠸ࡘ᮶ࡿ࠿ศ࠿ࢀࡤ‽ഛࡍࡿࡀࠊᬑẁ࠿ࡽࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࢕࡛ఱ࠿ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ ەഛ⵳ᗜࡢ⟶⌮ࡢᨭ᥼ 










 ն㑊㞴࣭ᩆຓカ⦎ࡢᐇ᪋ չ㑊㞴カ⦎࡬ࡢཧຍ ջᩆຓ࣭ᩆ᥼カ⦎࡬ࡢཧຍ άືᣦ㔪 
ࢺࣝϨ ᆅᇦఫẸࡀカ⦎ࢆ௻⏬ࡍࡿࡢࡣ㞴ࡋ࠸ࠋ ㄡ࠿ࡀ௻⏬ࡋ࡚ࡃࢀࢀࡤཧຍࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡣ࡛ࡁࡿ㸦౛㸸ẖᖺ 1᭶ 15᪥ࡢᆅ㟈ࡢ᪥㸧ࠋ ە㜵⅏カ⦎ᐇ᪋ࡢᨭ᥼ ە㜵⅏カ⦎࡬ࡢཧຍ 
፬ே఍ϸ ̿ ᭱㏆㜵⅏ᩍ⫱ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㸦ᕷᙺᡤ௻⏬㸧࡟ཧຍࡋࡓࠋ ̿ ە㜵⅏カ⦎࡬ࡢཧຍ 
፬ே఍Ϲ ̿ ⾜ᨻࡀ௻⏬ࡋ࡚ࡃࢀࢀࡤேࢆ㞟ࡵ࡚ཧຍࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡣ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ ە㜵⅏カ⦎࡬ࡢཧຍ 
ࢺࣝϩ ᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿࡋ௻⏬ࡋࡓ࠸࡜ᛮ࠺ࠋ ᐇ㝿ࠊၨⓎࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ➼ࢆ௻⏬ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ ̿ ̿ 
ە㜵⅏カ⦎ᐇ᪋ࡢᨭ᥼ 
ە㜵⅏カ⦎࡬ࡢཧຍ 
፬ே఍Ϻ ௻⏬ࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡣ㞴ࡋ࠸ࠋ ̿ ཧຍࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡣ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ ە㜵⅏カ⦎࡬ࡢཧຍ 




⾲ 5-2 ஦ᚋࣄ࢔ࣜࣥࢢࡢᩚ⌮࡜ྛఫẸ⤌⧊ࡢάືᣦ㔪㸦ୗ⥺ࡣㄢ㢟࡟࠶ࡓࡿពぢ㸧 
(㸧⅏ᐖᙅ⪅ࡢ☜ㄆ
 շᗂඣࠊ㧗㱋⪅ࠊ㞀ᐖ⪅➼ࡢ⅏ᐖᙅ⪅࡜࡞ࡾ࠺ࡿఫẸࡢ☜ㄆ άືᣦ㔪 
ࢺࣝϨ ᆅ㟈ࡀ㉳ࡇࡗ࡚࠿ࡽ☜ㄆసᴗ࡛ࣜࢫࢺࢆసࡿࡇ࡜ࡣ࠶ࡿ࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࡀࠊ௒࠿ࡽ⅏ᐖᙅ⪅ྡ⡙ࢆసࡿࡢࡣ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ᩘࡸ᝟ሗ㔞࠿ࡽసᴗ㔞ࡀከࡃ㞴ࡋ࠸ࠋ⌧≧࠶ࡿࣜࢫࢺグ㍕ࡢ᝟ሗࡣ 1ୡᖏ࡟ࡘࡁ 1ேࡢࡳࠋ ە࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࣜࢫࢺࢆά⏝ࡋࡓ⅏ᐖᙅ⪅ྡ⡙ࡢసᡂ 
፬ே఍ϸ ፬ே఍ࡸࢺ࣭ࣝࢥ࣑ࢵࢸ࢕࡛࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࣜࢫࢺࢆᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛ྍ⬟ࠋ ە࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࣜࢫࢺࢆά⏝ࡋࡓ⅏ᐖᙅ⪅ྡ⡙ࡢసᡂ 
፬ே఍Ϲ ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࣜࢫࢺࡀ࠶ࡿࡢ࡛ࡸࢁ࠺࡜ᛮ࠼ࡤ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ⅏ᐖࡀ㉳ࡇࡿ๓࡟⅏ᐖᙅ⪅ࢆࢳ࢙ࢵࢡࡋ࡚࠾ࡃ࡜࠸࠺࢔࢖ࢹ࢔ࡀ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋ࡝ࢇ࡞ேࡀᙅ⪅࠿ࠊࣜࢫࢺࡢసࡾ᪉➼ࡀศ࠿ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋసࡿ⩏ົ㸦㈐௵㸧ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ ە࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࣜࢫࢺࢆά⏝ࡋࡓ⅏ᐖᙅ⪅ྡ⡙ࡢసᡂ 
ࢺࣝϩ ̿ ەᨭ᥼ 
፬ே఍Ϻ ⅏ᐖᙅ⪅ྡ⡙࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ௒ࡣ࡞࠸ࡀᑗ᮶ࣜࢫࢺࢆసࡿࡇ࡜ࡣྍ⬟ࠋ ە࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࣜࢫࢺࢆά⏝ࡋࡓ⅏ᐖᙅ⪅ྡ⡙ࡢసᡂ 




ഛࡢ⥔ᣢ⟶⌮㸦஭ᡞࠊࣄࢵࢸ࢕➼㸧 սࣄࢵࢸ࢕ࡢᑟỈ㊰ࡢᩚഛ վᾘ㜵⏝ỈࡢྲྀỈཱྀࡢᩚഛ άືᣦ㔪 
ࢺࣝϨ ᪤࡟஭ᡞ࣭ࣄࢵࢸ࢕࿘㎶ࡢᤲ㝖࣭⥔ᣢ⟶⌮ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ஭ᡞࡣỈ㉁ᨵၿࡢࡓࡵ࡟ࣇ࢕ࣝࢱ࣮ࢆタ⨨ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᾘ㜵⏝Ỉ࡜ࡋ࡚ࡶᚲせࡀ࠶ࢀࡤ฼⏝࡛ࡁࡿ࡜ᛮ࠺ࠋ஭ᡞࡢᶓ࡟⣙ 40000εࡢ㈓Ỉᵴࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ 
ەᑟỈ࣭ίỈタഛࡢ⟶⌮࣭Ύᤲ 
ەỈ฼㈨※ࡢᾘ㜵⏝Ỉ࡜ࡋ࡚ࡢᣦᐃ 
፬ே఍ϸ ̿ ̿ ̿ ەᨭ᥼ 
፬ே఍Ϲ ̿ ஭ᡞ࡟ίỈ⏝ࣇ࢕ࣝࢱ࣮ࢆᑟධࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ ஭ᡞᶓ࡟ࢱࣥࢡ࣭㈓Ỉᵴࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ 
ەᑟỈ࣭ίỈタഛࡢ⟶⌮࣭Ύᤲ 
ەỈ฼㈨※ࡢᾘ㜵⏝Ỉ࡜ࡋ࡚ࡢᣦᐃ 
ࢺࣝϩ ̿ ̿ ̿ ەᨭ᥼ 
፬ே఍Ϻ ᆅᇦ࡟஭ᡞࡀ࠶ࡾ࠸ࡘࡶ౑ࡗ࡚࠾ࡾࠊᤲ㝖ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋࢱࣥࢡࡸ㈓Ỉ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺࡞᪋タࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ ە஭ᡞ࣭ࣄࢵࢸ࢕ࡢΎᤲ 
፬ே఍ϻ ̿ ̿ ̿ ەᨭ᥼ 
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 ց౑⏝Ỉ㔞ࡢㄪᩚ ւࣄࢵࢸ࢕ࢆά⏝ྍ⬟࡟ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ࿘㎶ࡢ⎔ቃᩚഛ दΎᤲ➼ࡢ᪥ᖖⓗ࡞⥔ᣢ⟶⌮ άືᣦ㔪 
ࢺࣝϨ ᪤࡟஭ᡞ࣭ࣄࢵࢸ࢕࿘㎶ࡢΎᤲ࣭⥔ᣢ⟶⌮ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ஭ᡞࡣỈ㉁ᨵၿࡢࡓࡵ࡟ࣇ࢕ࣝࢱ࣮ࢆタ⨨ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᾘ㜵⏝Ỉ࡜ࡋ࡚ࡶᚲせࡀ࠶ࢀࡤ฼⏝࡛ࡁࡿ࡜ᛮ࠺ࠋ஭ᡞࡢᶓ࡟⣙ 40000εࡢ㈓Ỉᵴࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ 
ەᑟỈ࣭ίỈタഛࡢ⟶⌮࣭Ύᤲ 
ەỈ฼㈨※ࡢᾘ㜵⏝Ỉ࡜ࡋ࡚ࡢᣦᐃ 











ࢺࣝϩ ̿ ࢺ࡛ࣝ 2 ✀㢮ࡢ㈨※ࡈࡳ㸦ࣉࣛࢫࢸ࢕ࢵࢡࠊ㔠ᒓ㸧ࢆᅇ཰ࡋࠊᕷᙺᡤࡀ཰㞟ࡍࡿΎᤲάືࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ⏝ලࡢ୙㊊ࡋ࡚࠾ࡾࠊᗈ⠊ᅖࡢᤲ㝖ࢆࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢタഛࡀᚲせࠋ ەỈሙ࿘㎶ࡢΎᤲάືࡢ௻⏬࣭ᐇ᪋ 
፬ே఍Ϻ ᆅᇦࡢ஭ᡞࢆ࠸ࡘࡶ౑ࡗ࡚࠾ࡾࠊᤲ㝖ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋࢱࣥࢡࡸ㈓Ỉ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺࡞᪋タࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ ە஭ᡞ࣭ࣄࢵࢸ࢕ࡢΎᤲ 
፬ே఍ϻ ̿ ࢺ࣭ࣝࢥ࣑ࢵࢸ࢕࡜፬ே఍࡛ࣄࢵࢸ࢕࿘㎶ࢆᤲ㝖ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ࣮࢜ࣉࣥࢫ࣮࣌ࢫࡢ࿘㎶⎔ቃࡢ㈐௵ࡣᕷᙺᡤ࡟࠶ࡿࠋ᫬ࠎࢺࣝࡢ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡶ࿘㎶⎔ቃࡢᩚഛ࡟ཧຍࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ ە஭ᡞ࣭ࣄࢵࢸ࢕ࡢΎᤲ 
*㸧㜵⅏ࢢࢵࢬࡢ‽ഛ 
 պ㜵⅏㐨ලࡢ‽ഛ㸦⾰᭹ࠊ㣗⣊ࠊ་⸆ရࠊࣛࢪ࢜ࠊ㟁ụ➼㸧 ռᩆ᥼㐨ලࡢ‽ഛ㸦ᡭ⿄ࠊ㌾⭯ࠊᕸ➼㸧 άືᣦ㔪 
ࢺࣝϨ ᐙᗞ࡛౑⏝ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊ㜵⅏⏝࡟ഛ⵳ࡣࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋ ەྛᐙᗞ࡛ᡤ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ≀㈨ࡢ୍㒊ࢆഛ⵳ 
፬ே఍ϸ ྛᐙᗞ࡛ᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᐙ᪘ࡀ౑࠺ࡓࡵࡢࡶࡢ࡛㜵⅏⏝࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ ەྛᐙᗞ࡛ᡤ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ≀㈨ࡢ୍㒊ࢆഛ⵳ 
፬ே఍Ϲ ̿ ̿ ەᨭ᥼ 
ࢺࣝϩ ፬ே఍ࡣࢁ࠺ࡑࡃసࡾάືࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛ࠊࢁ࠺ࡑࡃࢆసࡿࡢࡣ⡆༢ࠋ౑࠸ࡸࡍ࠸ᡤ࡟࠾࠸࡚࠾ࡃࡇ࡜ࡀ኱஦ࠋ ̿ 
ە᪥ᖖάື㸦ࢁ࠺ࡑࡃసࡾ➼㸧ࢆά⏝ࡋࡓ≀㈨ࡢ
ഛ⵳ࡢᣦᑟ 
፬ே఍Ϻ ᐙࡢ୰࡟ᣢࡗ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ౑ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋ㜵⅏⏝࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡋࠊ㈓ࡵࡿ࡯࡝ࡢᩘࠊࢫ࣮࣌ࢫࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ ەྛᐙᗞ࡛ᡤ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ≀㈨ࡢ୍㒊ࢆഛ⵳ 
፬ே఍ϻ ᭹ࠊ㣗⣊ࠊỈ➼ࠊྛᐙᗞ࡛ᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ ౑ࡗ࡚ࡣ࠸ࡿࡀ㜵⅏┠ⓗ࡛ഛ⵳ࡣࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋ ̿ ەྛᐙᗞ࡛ᡤ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ≀㈨ࡢ୍㒊ࢆഛ⵳ 
+㸧ᑠᆺᾘ㜵㌴ࡢᑟධ 
 տᑠᆺᾘ㜵㌴ࡢᑟධ άືᣦ㔪 
ࢺࣝϨ Golden Temple࡟ᾘⅆ⏝ࢩࣜࣥࢲ࣮ࡀタ⨨ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊᐙᗞ⏝ࡢᾘⅆタഛࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ ەᨭ᥼ 
፬ே఍ϸ ̿ ەᨭ᥼ 
፬ே఍Ϲ ̿ ەᨭ᥼ 
ࢺࣝϩ ̿ ەᨭ᥼ 
፬ே఍Ϻ ᚲせࡔࡋࠊ⾜ᨻࡀᨭ⤥ࡋ࡚ࡃࢀࡿ࡞ࡽ࡯ࡋ࠸ࠋᐇ㝿ື࠿ࡍ࡟ࡣࢺ࣮ࣞࢽࣥࢢࠊ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣓ࣥࢺࡀᚲせࠋ ەᾘ㜵㌴ࡢ⟶⌮ࡢᨭ᥼ 










⾲ 6 ୍⯡໬ࡋࡓᆅᇦࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࢕ࡢ᪥ᖖάື࡟᥋╔ࡋࡓ㜵⅏άືᣦ㔪 
㜵⅏ᑐ⟇ 
άືࡢᐇ⾜୺య 
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